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Abstract. We prove some fixed point theorems for nonexpansive self- and

non-self-mappings in product spaces; in particular, we provide a constructive

proof of a result of Kirk and Martinez and a partial answer to a question of

Khamsi. Our proofs are elementary in the sense that we do not use any universal

(or ultra) nets.

1. Introduction

Let X be a Banach space and let C be a nonempty subset of X. We recall

that C is said to have the fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings

(FPP for short) if every nonexpansive mapping T: C —> C (i.e., \\Tx -Ty\\ <

11x - y||, x, y G C) has a fixed point, and the space X has FPP if every

weakly compact convex subset of X has FPP. For the fixed point theory of

nonexpansive mappings the reader is referred to Kirk [8, 9] and Goebel and

Reich [4].

The purpose of this paper is to prove some fixed point theorems for nonex-

pansive self- and non-self-mappings in product spaces. We particularly provide

a constructive proof of a result of Kirk and Martinez [ 12] and a partial answer

to a question of Khamsi [7]. We also generalize and improve upon some results

of Kirk [11] and Kirk and Sternfeld [13]. Our proofs are elementary in the

sense that we do not use any universal (or ultra) nets.

2. Fixed point theorems

A subset K of a Banach space X is said to have the Browder-Göhde

(B-G) property [10] if for each nonexpansive mapping T: K -> X, the mapping

(/ - T) is demiclosed on K, i.e., for each sequence {u } in K, the conditions

Uj -* u weakly and u¿ - T(u,) -* w strongly imply u £ K and u - T(u) - w .

Browder [1] proved that every bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly

convex Banach space has this property.
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Now suppose E and F are Banach spaces with X c E and Y c F and let

E © F be the product space. For 1 < p < oo and (x, y) G £ © F , we set

IK*,J>)IIP = (||< + ||yfF)1/p

and

||(x,y)||oo = max{||x||£,||y||f}.

It was shown in Kirk and Sternfeld [13] that if E is uniformly convex (or

reflexive with the B-G property), if X is bounded closed convex, and if Y is

bounded closed and separable, then the assumption that 7 has the fixed point

property for nonexpansive mappings assures the same is true of (X® Y)^ . The

separability assumption on Y is crucial to a diagonalization process used in the

proof of [13] and it is proved in [12] by using the technique of a universal (or

ultra) net that the separability can be removed if the B-G property is replaced

by the stronger net B-G property (the two properties are equivalent in a strictly

convex Banach space [12, Remark 2]). In this section, we first show that if X

is weakly compact convex with the B-G property and Y has the fixed point

property for nonexpansive mappings, then the same is true of (X © Y)^ . Our

proof of this result is constructive. We then improve a recent result of Kirk

[11] for contractive mappings. We also give a partial answer to a question of

Khamsi [7]. We finally prove fixed point theorems for non-self-mappings in

product spaces. Our proofs are elementary in the sense that we do not use any

universal (or ultra) nets.

Theorem 2.1. Let E and F be Banach spaces with X c E and Y c F.

Suppose X is weakly compact, convex, and has the B-G property. Suppose also

Y has the fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings. Then (XçbY)^ has

the fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings.

Proof. Let Px and P2 be the natural projections of (E © F) onto E and F,

respectively. For each fixed y in Y, we define T' : X —> X by

Ty(x) = PxoT(x,y),        X£X.

Then T is nonexpansive. Let S = (I+T)/2 (I denotes the identity operator

on E). Let x0 in X be fixed. By a result of Ishikawa [6] (see also Edelstein

and O'Brien [3]), we have

where x     = S"(xQ), n = 1, 2, .... We claim that

(2) \\xu,n-xv,JE<\\u-v\\F,        n,m = l,2,...

for u, v in Y. Indeed, (2) is trivially valid for n = m = 1, since

K,l -XvA\\E = 2-\\Tu(x0) - Tv(x0)\\E

^i-wnx^^-nx^v)^
< x2\\u-v\\F.
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Now suppose that (2) is valid for n, m < N. Noticing

llXw,«+l ~~ Xv,m+l\\E - 2~WXu,n ~ Xv p m\\E + 2 II -* ÁXu, n> ~ *V(XV >m)||£

< AIIJC       —X       \\r- + \\\T(x      , u) — T(x       , v)\\— 2"   u,n v,m»E  '   2"    \   «,«'     / \   v,m>     /Hoo

< Alljc     —x     IL + 4 • maxillx     —x     IL, II« — vILi,
— 2"    u,n v ,m"E       2 III   n,n v,m"E' II H^ J »

we find that (2) is also valid forn,m < N + 1. This verifies the validity of

(2) for all n, m > 1 according to the induction principle. Now let y(l) be a

weak cluster point of the sequence {x n} . Then by the B-G property of X

and (1), it follows that y(l) is a fixed point of S   and hence of T , that is,

Px o T(y(l), y) = y(l). Moreover, we have from (2) that

||M(l)-ü(l)||£<limsup(limsup||jcu n-xv    \\E)
n—>oo     \  m—>oo /

< \\u-v\\F.

Now let /: Y —> Y be defined by

/(y) = P2or(y(l),y),        y£Y.

Then for u, v in Y, we have

ll/(") - f(v)\\F = \\P2 o r(«(l), u) - P2 o T(v(l), v)\\F

< ||7"(«(1), «) - r(v(l), t;)!!^

<max{\\u(l)-v(l)\\E,\\u-v\\F}

= ||"-u||f •

Therefore / is nonexpansive on Y and thus has a fixed point y £ Y. It follows

that (y(l), y) is a fixed point of T.

Remark 2.1. After completing the present paper, the authors found that Kuczu-

mow [14] has obtained an even stronger result than Theorem 2.1. Kuczumow's

proof uses Tychonoffs theorem and a technique of Brück [2]. However, the

proof given here is constructive and elementary.

For a subset K of a Banach space, a mapping T: K -> K is said to be

contractive if \\T(x) - T(y)\\ < \\x -y\\, x, y G K, x ^ y.

Theorem 2.2. Let E and F be Banach spaces with X c E and Y c F . Sup-

pose that both X and Y have the fixed point property for contractive mappings.

Then for each 1 < p < oo, (X © Y) has the fixed point property for contractive

mappings.

Proof. For a fixed p, 1 < p < oo, suppose T: (X © Y) -> (X © Y) is

contractive. As before, for each y in Y, we define I: J->I by

7;0x) = P, o r(.x,y),        xel.

Then it is easily checked that in any case of p , T is contractive and hence has a

fixed point, i.e., there exists a point y(l) G X such that Px o T(y(l), y) = y(l).

Now define /: Y —> Y by

f(y) = P2oT(y(l),y),        y G Y.
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Then for u, v £ Y, u ^ v , we have if 1 < p < oo

\"e = \\P2\\f(u) - f(v)\\pF = ||P, o T(u(l) ,u)-P2o T(v(l),v)\\PF

= \\T(u(l),u)-T(v(l),v)\\pp

-\\PxoT(u(l),u)-PxoT(v(l),v)\\'E

<\\(u(l),u)-(v(l),v)fp-\\u(l)-v(l)fE

= \\u-vfF,

and if p = 00,

\\f(u) - f(v)\\F = \\P2 o T(u(l), u)-P2o T(v(l), v)\\F

<\\T(u(l),u)-T^l)^)^

<||(M(l),M)-(t;(l),t;)||oo

= max{\\u(l)-v(l)\\E, ||K-u||f}

= IIk-^IIf.

since
ll"(l) - ü(1)||£ = IIP, o T(u(l), u)-Pxo T(v(l), v)\\E

<\\T(u(l),u)- T(v(l), v)^

<max{||w(l)-v(l)||£, Hw-ullyr}

= \\u-v\\F.

Therefore in any case of p, f: Y —► Y is contractive and thus has a fixed point

y G Y. It follows that (y(l), y) is a fixed point of T. The proof is complete.

Remark 2.2. Theorem 2.2 says that Theorem 2.3 of Kirk and Martinez [12]

holds true for contractive mappings. It also says that the weak compactness on

X of Theorem 2.4 of Kirk [11] can be removed. Moreover, the technique of

universal nets for contractive mappings is not necessary.

Next we consider the fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings in

product spaces. Let E be a Banach space. We shall say that E has the property

(P) if for any nonconstant sequence {xn} in E converging weakly to x, we

have liminf^^ ||xn - x|| < diam(;cj .

Remark 2.3. It is easy to see that E satisfies the property (P) above if it

satisfies one of the following properties:

(i) E has uniformly normal structure (cf. [15]), e.g., E is uniformly con-

vex, or uniformly smooth, or /c-uniformly rotund [17] for an integer

k>\.
(ii) E   satisfies the OpiaFs property,  that is,   for any sequence   {xn}

of E, the condition xn —* x weakly implies liminf^^ \\xn - x\\ <

lim inf^^ \\xn - y\\ for y in E, y ¿ x .

(iii) The Maluta's constant D(E) of E (see [15]) is less than one, e.g., E

is nearly uniformly convex [5].

The following provides a partial answer to a question of Khamsi [7, p. 999].
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Theorem 2.3. Let E be a Banach space with the property (P) above, let F be

a finite-dimensional space, and let E © F be the product space endowed with a

norm satisfying the following properties:

(a) The restrictions of the norm on E@F to E and F are the initial norms

of E and F.
(b) The natural projections P, and P2 associated to E®F have norm 1.

Then E © F has the fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings.

Proof. Let C be a weakly compact convex subset of E © F and let T: C —> C

be a nonexpansive mapping. Choose a subset K of C which is minimal with

respect to being nonempty, closed, convex, and T-invariant. Let {zn} be a

sequence in K such that limn^oo \\T(zn) - zn\\ = 0. Then by a result of

Karlovitz (cf. [4]), we have

lim ||zn - z\\ — diam(.ri )   for all z in K.

Suppose dian\(K) > 0. We may assume without loss of any generality that

diam(A^) = 1 . Let zn = xn + yn with xn £ E and yn £ F. We may also

assume that xn —> x0 weakly and yn -» y0 strongly. Then zn -» z0 weakly,

where zQ = x0 + yQ £ K. Noticing diam(xn) < diam(zn) by property (b), we

derive from the property (P) of E that

1= lim ||z  -z0|| <liminf||x„-x0||£ + lim \\y„-y0\\F
n—»oo       ' " n—»oo ' u n—»oo      " "   '

= liminf ||x„ - xJL < diam(x„) < diam(zj = 1.
n—»oo " u

This is a contradiction. Therefore, K must be a singleton and the proof is

complete.

Since for each p, 1 < p < oo, the norm || • || satisfies the properties (a) and

(b) above, we have the following:

Corollary 2.1. Let E and F be as in Theorem 2.3. Then the product space

E © F with any Lp norm for 1 < p < oo has the fixed point property for

nonexpansive mappings.

Finally, we prove fixed point theorems for non-self-mappings in product

spaces. Recall for a closed subset C of a Banach space E, the inward set

of C at an x in C, Ic(x), is defined by

Ic(x) = {z g E : z = x + a(y - x) for some y in C and a > 0}.

A mapping T: C —» E is said to be weakly inward if for each x in C, T(x)

belongs to cl/c(x), the closure of /c(x). We will say that C has the fixed

point property for nonexpansive weakly inward mappings if every nonexpansive

weakly inward mapping T: C —> E has a fixed point. If C is also convex, then

it is known (cf. [4]) that this property is equivalent to the fixed point property

for nonexpansive mappings of C.
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Theorem 2.4. Let E and F be Banach spaces with X c E and Y c F. Let

E © F be the product space with an Lp norm, 1 < p < oo. Suppose both X

and Y have the fixed point property for nonexpansive weakly inward mappings.

Then (X® Y) also has the fixed point property for nonexpansive weakly inward

mappings.

Proof. Let T: (X © Y) —» (E © F) be a nonexpansive and weakly inward

mapping. For a fixed y in Y, we define, as before, the mapping Ty: X —> E

by
7;(x) = p,o:r(x,y),      xgx.

Then T is nonexpansive. It is also weakly inward. Indeed, for each x G X,

since T(x, y) G cl IX@Y(x, y), we have

^(x)GP1(cl/Xe7(x,y))çcl/x(x)

as required. Hence T  has a fixed point y(l) £ X. Now define /: Y —► F by

/(y) = P2or(y(l),y),        y G Y.

Then it is easy to see that / is nonexpansive. We now check it is also weakly

inward. In fact, f(y) £ P2(cllx@Y(y(l), y)) ç cl/y(y). Therefore, / has a

fixed point y £ Y and (y(l), y) is a fixed point of T. The proof is complete.

In our final theorem, we assume X has the net B-G property [12], i.e., if

T: X —> E is nonexpansive and if {xQ} is a net in X for which xa —► x

weakly and xQ - T(xa) -> w strongly, then x £ X and x - T(x) = w . A

uniformly convex Banach space has this property.

Theorem 2.5. Let E and F  be Banach spaces with X c E  and Y c F.

Suppose X is weakly compact, convex, and has the net B-G property. Suppose

also Y has the fixed point property for nonexpansive weakly inward mappings.

Then (X © Y)^ has the fixed point property for nonexpansive weakly inward

mappings.

Proof. Let T: (X © Y)^ —> (E © ir)oo be a nonexpansive and weakly inward

mapping. Then for each y G Y, the mapping Ty: X -> E defined by

Ty(x) = PxoT(x,y),        x£X

is nonexpansive and weakly inward. Hence, the contraction (1 - t)z + tT is

weakly inward, where z is a fixed element of X and 0 < t < I . Let y(t) be

the unique fixed point of this contraction, i.e.,

y(t) = (l-t)z + tPxoT(y(t),y).

Now by the same way as Kirk and Martinez [12, Theorem 2.3], there exists a

fixed point y(l) of T  suchthat

\\u(l)-v(l)\\E<\\u-v\\F

for all u, v in Y . Now it is easily checked that the mapping f:Y—>E defined

by
f(y) = P2oT(y(l),y),        y£Y
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is nonexpansive and weakly inward.   Thus, / has a fixed point y £ Y.   It

follows that (y(l), y) is a fixed point of T. This completes the proof.
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